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Energy Conservation Tool







Remotely govern energy usage of PCs
Schedule PCs for off hour shut down
Program boot up at start of work days
Automate restarts after installations
Conserve energy and reduce costs

Introducing Power Management for Your Network!

enPowerManagement provides an effective tool for energy management across an
enterprise. Conserve energy, reduce costs, and help protect the environment—all from
the central CurrentWare console!

 Govern Energy Usage:
Administrators can manage energy
consumption of all company PCs remotely.

 Schedule Shutdown:

Energy Facts



After lighting, computers and monitors
have the highest energy consumption in
office environments. Studies have
shown that power management of
computers and monitors can
significantly reduce their energy
consumption, saving hundreds or
thousands of dollars a year on electricity
costs.



Approximately half of all office
computers are left on overnight and on
weekends. Evenings and weekends
account for 75% of the week, so
ensuring computers are turned off at
night dramatically reduces their energy
consumption.

Reduce energy usage and decrease costs
through scheduling shutdowns during off
hours.

 Manage Boot Up
Minimize energy expenditures by scheduling
automatic boot up of systems at the start of
work times.

 Remote Energy Management:
Ability to remotely control the power
functions of your workstations.
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Supported Operating Systems:

CurrentWare Server/Console:
Windows 7, 8, 10
Windows Server 2008, 2012
CurrentWare Client:
Windows 7, 8, 10
Windows Server 2008, 2012

“The one thing that made me really choose CurrentWare over the other products is the design of the software and the customer service. They also try build
the software from feed backs of users and in the next updates certain features
will be added or removed to customers’ needs.”
- LCDC

For further information on enPowerManager including a FREE trial visit
www.CurrentWare.com
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